Adjectives Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. I think the .................................. half of the movie is better than the former half.

later
latter

2. See you ........................................

later
latter

3. I could not answer the .............................. question.

latest
last
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4. Have you heard the …………………………… news?

last

latest

5. The ………………………….. person to arrive was Peter.

last

latest

6. Sam is …………………………….. than Peter.

older

elder
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7. Who is the ......................... man in your village?

- eldest
- elder
- oldest

8. They live ......................... away so we don’t see them often.

- further
- farther

9. How far is the ......................... charging station from here?

- next
- nearest
10. Do you think that dogs are superior .................... cats in intelligence?

of
to
than

11. We got ........................................ help from them.

little
the little

12. ........................................ people understand me better than my mother.

Few
A few
The few

Answers

I think the latter half of the movie is better than the former half.
See you later.
I could not answer the last question.
Have you heard the latest news?
The last person to arrive was Peter.
Sam is older than Peter.
Who is the oldest man in your village?
They live farther away so we don’t see them often.
How far is the nearest charging station from here?
Do you think that dogs are superior to cats in intelligence?
We got little help from them.
Few people understand me better than my mother.